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*******MILLION-COPY BESTSELLER, NOW BACK IN PRINT******
 
ONE LONELY ISLAND, ONE TIDAL WAVE, NINE SURVIVORS . . . 
 
A tsunami is one of the last things Dr. Andrew Held expects while entertaining guests on Phoenix Island, the
tiny, isolated outpost of Washington State he has made his private home. But when a French nuclear bomb
test in the South Pacific goes awry, the ensuing tidal wave destroys his island estate and severs all ties to the
mainland. 
 
The survivors are nine: Andrew Held himself, the brilliant Hungarian-born nuclear physicist who helped
create the bombs he now campaigns against. Donald Campbell, steward to Dr. Held but secretly a fugitive
from justice, with hungers he can barely contain. Diana Lindgren, the lovely yet emotionally damaged young
girl hired to help with the guests, and Rolf Morgan, her Native American boyfriend, impelled by love to
follow her to Phoenix in his fishing boat. 
 
There's Carlo Minatti, a Hawaiian musician with a winning manner and easygoing style. The sculptor
Warren Brock, urbane, hedonistic, openly gay, with a barbed wit that takes no prisoners. Blake and Norma
Mansfield, a New York middle-class couple, likeable to everyone but each other. And Felicia Stowe Held --
Andrew's estranged wife -- a ravishing socialite whom he pushed away in a moment always regretted and
who has now come seeking divorce. 
 
Nine individuals with little in common and histories setting them far apart, yet each with unique, unexpected
strengths, virtues, and talents. As hopes of quick rescue dim, their only chance of survival is to bridge their
differences, transcend their conflicts, and learn to live in harmony with each other -- and in some cases, with
themselves. 
 
Part techno-thriller, part romance, part wilderness survival story, part utopian novel, Charlotte Paul's
"Phoenix Island" sold over a million copies as a mass-market paperback in the late 1970s and 1980s. Now it
is reborn in a newly-edited 35th Anniversary Edition. 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
 
Charlotte Paul (1916-1989) led a life marked by the pursuit of numerous careers -- news editor, wife, back-
to-the-lander, freelance writer, mother, novelist, rural newspaper proprietor, memoirist, parole board official
-- and usually several of these at once. Living mostly in the U.S. Pacific Northwest, with a multi-year stint in
Washington, D.C., she spent her final two decades on Lopez Island, one of Washington State's enchanting
San Juan Islands. On these she modeled chief locales of what became her most popular novel, "Phoenix
Island." 
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From reader reviews:

Randell Easley:

Within other case, little men and women like to read book Phoenix Island. You can choose the best book if
you love reading a book. Given that we know about how is important a book Phoenix Island. You can add
expertise and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, due to the fact from
book you can learn everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you can be known. About simple
point until wonderful thing it is possible to know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or perhaps
searching by internet device. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel weary to go to the library.
Let's learn.

Dora Vazquez:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the free time or they will
get lot of stress from both everyday life and work. So , once we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity are you
experiencing when the spare time coming to a person of course your answer may unlimited right. Then do
you ever try this one, reading books. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, the book you
have read is usually Phoenix Island.

Barbera Champ:

This Phoenix Island is great guide for you because the content which is full of information for you who also
always deal with world and still have to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it details
accurately using great manage word or we can say no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole details in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but
tough core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Phoenix Island in your hand like finding
the world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no guide that offer you world in
ten or fifteen second right but this publication already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book. Hey
Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt that?

Jennifer Meeks:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make
someone to understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information easier to
share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and
soon. You can view that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. Often the book that
recommended for your requirements is Phoenix Island this guide consist a lot of the information in the
condition of this world now. This book was represented how do the world has grown up. The language styles
that writer use for explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some analysis when he makes this book.
Honestly, that is why this book ideal all of you.
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